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A commutative ring with unity “has n-act” iff every ascending chain of n- 
generated ideals stabilizes. This paper shows that any polynomial ring or formal 
power series ring over a Noetherian ring has n-act for all n. The method involves a 
sufftcient condition for n-act in the quasilocal case and another for globalizing the 
n-act property. Examples are given to show that n-act does not imply (n t I)-act 
for every positive integer n and that n-act does not behave well in general under 
localization, globalization, and passage to a polynomial ring. It is also noted that a 
Prtifer domain with 2-act is Dedekind. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Several authors (e.g., 12, 5, 11, 23, 241) have studied the condition on 
various types of algebraic structures that, for a positive integer n, every chain 
of substructures A, E A 2 L . . . , each of which is generated by n elements, 
must stabilize; i.e., A, = Ak+ 1 = ..a for some k. In this paper we study this 
condition applied to ideals in and modules over commutative rings with 
unity: 
DEFINITION. Let n be a positive integer, and M be a module over a 
commutative ring R with unity. Then M is said to “have n-act” if and only if 
every ascending chain of submodules of M, each of which is n-generated 
(i.e., generated by n elements), must stabilize. And A4 “has pan-act” if and 
only if it has n-act for every n. These terms are applied to the ring R if they 
hold for R as an R-module. 1 
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The conditions “n-act” and “pan-act” do not behave well under 
localization, globalization, or passage to a polynomial ring. (Examples 
appear in Section 4.) This paper gives some sufficient conditions for these 
conditions to pass from the localizations at every maximal ideal of a ring to 
the ring itself, and for a quasilocal ring to have n-act. In particular. it is 
shown that the polynomial rings and formal power series rings in infinitely 
many indeterminates over Noetherian rings have pan-act (thus answering a 
question from [23 I). Inferences drawn along the way include that a strongly 
Laskerian module has pan-act; that localizations at primes of a polynomial 
ring in infinitely many indeterminates over a Noetherian ring have pan-act; 
and that if a zero-dimensional ring has I-act, then so does any polynomial 
ring over it. We also note that a Priifer domain with 2-act is Dedekind. And 
Section 4 includes examples showing that n-act does not imply (n + 1).act 
for each positive integer n. 
It is immediate that if a module M has n-act, then it also has k-act for all 
k < II: and that if N is a k-generated submodule of M with k < n, then M/N 
has (n - k)-act. In particular. if M has pan-act and N is a finitely generated 
submodule, then M/N has pan-act. A converse of this pan-act statement is 
equally clear (if, for every finitely generated nonzero submodule N of M. 
M/N has pan-act, then M has pan-act); so, in view of the methods in 
Section 2. we wonder whether a converse of the n-act statement holds. For 
instance, if, for every l-generated submodule N of M. M/N has I-act, must 
M have 2-act? 
All rings we consider are commutative with unity, and all modules are 
unitary. The symbol < between sets means proper inclusion. 
2. THE LOCAL CASE 
This section begins with a proof. for a quasilocal ring (R, P), that n-act is 
implied by a strong Hausdorff property of the P-adic topology. This provides 
us with our main tool for proving n-act in quasilocal rings. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let M be a module ocer a quasilocal ring (R, P) and 
n be a positive integer. If all (n - 1)-generated submodules of M are closed 
in the P-adic topology, then M has n-ace. 
Proof. We induct on n. For n = 1, we assume 0 = f)F=, PkM and 
consider a chain 0 #Rx, c Rx, c a.. of l-generated submodules of M; say 
xj = r. ~+I-~j+l~ where rj+t E R for each j. If infinitely many of the rj+ , were 
nonunits, then x, would be in PkM for all k, and so would be 0, a 
contradiction. So for some k, rk + , , rk+ Z ,... are units and Rx, = Rx, + , = +... 
Assume that any R-module whose (n - 1)-generated submodules are 
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closed has n-act, that the n-generated submodules of M are closed, and that 
O#N,cNzs... is a chain of (n + 1)-generated submodules of M. Suppose 
first that N, $L PN, for all k; then one of the generators of N,, say x, can be 
chosen as one of a set of n + 1 generators for every Nk. Applying the 
induction hypothesis to the chain N,/Rx 5 N,/Rx E ... in M/Rx, we see 
that this chain stabilizes; so the same is true of N, G N? c .... Hence, we 
may suppose N, G PN, for some k; without loss of generality, k = 2. 
Similarly, we may suppose Ni c PN,, , for all j; but then 
N, c (JR, P&M = 0, a contradiction. 1 
2.2. COROLLARY. (a) A quasilocal ring in which the maximal ideal is 
nilpotent has pan-act. 
(b) A quasilocal ring which is dominated by a local (Noetherian) ring 
has 1-act. 1 
A quasilocal ring in which the maximal ideal is T-nilpotent [ 1, p. 3141 
also has I-act, by an argument similar to the Hausdorff case, though simple 
examples show that neither of the conditions “Hausdorff’ or “maximal ideal 
T-nilpotent” implies the other. 
Part (b) of 2.2 allows us to conclude that many examples from the 
literature, like Nagata’s Examples 4 and 5 [22, Appendix], have 1-act. (The 
domains T” in Example 4, and T in Example 5 do not have 2-act and 3-act, 
respectively, however.) And 2.1 yields the following pan-act result. 
2.3. COROLLARY. Let R be a local (Noetherian) ring and X a family of 
indeterminates. Then R [[Xl ](= U (R [ [ Y] 1: Y is a finite subset of X)) has 
pan-act. 
Prooj It suffices to show that each finitely generated ideal A in R [ [Xl] 
is closed: 
Replacing R by R [[Y] ] f or a finite subset Y of X, we may assume A is the 
extension of an ideal in R. Then R [ [XII/A is a ring of formal power series 
over a local ring and so is easily seen to be Hausdorff. 1 
Since R[ [Xl] is a coherent ring, but is not Noetherian if X is infinite, we 
see that the second problem on page 253 of [23] has a negative 
answer-even if it is required, as it is in [23], that all rings be domains: A 
coherent domain with pan-act need not be Noetherian. Other counterex- 
amples appear later. (The first problem on page 253 of [23] is addressed, 
though not fully answered, in Section 4.) 
2.4. LEMMA. Let R be a quasilocal ring, X a family of indeterminates, 
and f, g E R [Xl. If f # 0 and g has a unit coeflcient in degree s, then the 
(total) degree offg is at least s. In particular, ifs > 0, then gR [X] n R = 0. 
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Proof Supose X, ,..., X, are the elements of X which appear in f and g. 
Lexicographically order the n-tuples a = (a, ,..., a,,) of nonnegative integers, 
and denote Xl;’ ... XEn by Xa and a, + e-e + a, by Ial. Writef= Cf,X” and 
g-c&x”, where f,, g, E R: let P be the maximal ideal of R and 
A = sf, R, the content ideal off. Let C be largest among the n-tuples c for 
which g, is a unit (so that, if X, ,..., X, are in the right order, ICI > s), and b 
largest among the b for which fb $ PA. Then the coefficient of X6+’ in fg is a 
sum of terms all of which are in PA except fsgr, which is not. SO the total 
degree of fg is at least 161 + ICI > s. i 
We will use the full strength of this lemma later. For now we need only 
the simpler case of a single indeterminate. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let R be a Noetherian ring, X a family of indeter- 
minates, and P a prime ideal of R[X]. Then finitely generated ideals in 
R [X lp are closed, and hence R [Xl, has pan-act. 
Proof Let A be a finitely generated ideal in R(X],. We may choose a 
finite set of generators from R[X] and expand R to include the indeter- 
minates involved. so that A is extended from R; and we may factor out A 
and localize R at Pn R. So it suffices to assume P lies over the unique 
maximal ideal M of R and show that R[X], is Hausdorff, i.e., that the 
symbolic powers PC”’ = P”R[X], f7 R[X] of P intersect in 0. Since any 
element of R[X] involves only finitely many indeterminates, it can be 
included in R; and since R is Noetherian, the (symbolic) powers of M 
intersect in 0. So it suffkes to show P’“’ n R = M” for all n; and for this we 
may assume X is a single indeterminate. Then either P= M[X], or 
P=MlXl +pR[X] where p is manic and the image of p in (R/M)[X] is 
irreducible. In the first case, let a E PC”’ n R; there is an element g of 
R [Xl \P for which ag E P” = M” [Xl. but since g has a unit coeffkient, this 
means a E 121”. In the second case, P is maximal, so 
P’“’ = P” G M”lXl +pR[X]. Let a E P” n R and factor out M”[X]. Then 
the image of a is a multiple of the image of p, which has unit coefficients in 
positive degrees, so the lemma shows the image of a is 0, i.e., again a E M”. 
Hence. P”” n R G M” and the reverse inclusion is clear. fl 
We will globalize both 2.3 and 2.5 in Section 3; i.e., we will show that if R 
is Noetherian, then R[Xl and R[[X]] have pan-act. This suggests the 
question: If R has n-act, must R [X] and R [ [X] ] have n-act? For n > I and 
R [Xl, Section 4 shows the general answer is “no”. But there are cases in 
which n-act does pass to the polynomial or power series ring, especially if 
n = 1. For instance, if D is a domain with 1-act and X is a family of indeter- 
minates, then it is easy to see that D[X] and D[ [Xl] have 1-act (as does any 
subring over which D is integral). A property of domains basic tc this proof 
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is that, if (a) = (6) # 0 and a = rb, then r is a unit. This property is shared 
by quasilocal rings; and it follows that, if R is a quasilocal ring with 1-act 
and X is a family of indeterminates, then R [ [Xl] has I-act. The next result 
shows that 2-act rises to the power series ring, if we use both hypotheses 
(quasilocal and domain). (But it does not rise to the polynomial ring: See 
Section 4.) 
2.6. PROPOSITION. If D is a quasilocal domain with 2-act and X is a 
family of indeterminates, then D[[X]] has 2-act. 
Proof. First assume that X is a single indeterminate, and let I, E fz c ..a 
be a chain of 2-generated ideals in D[ [Xl]; say Ij = uj, gj) for each j. There 
is a highest power of X which divides all fj and gj; we may divide the entire 
chain by this power of X and then drop early terms in the chain to assume 
either f,(O) or g,(O) is nonzero. Then if we set Aj = V;(O), gj(0)) D, we get an 
ascending chain of 2-generated ideals in D, which stabilizes; we may assume 
,4,=/f?=... = A, say. If A is not principal, then f,(O),g,(O) are linearly 
independent in the D/P-vector space A/PA (where P is the maximal ideal of 
D), so f,, g, are linearly independent in l,/(P + (X)) Zj (since A/PA is a 
quotient of Ij/(P + (X)) Zj), so f,, g, generate ii, i.e., I, = I, = ..a So we may 
assume A is principal, generated by f,(O). Then we can choose f, to be one of 
a set of 2 generators for each Zj, say Zj = df, gj) where f = f, ; and gj can be 
chosen so that j(O) does not divide the first nonzero coeffkient of gj (if 
any-but if infinitely many of the gj are 0, then all are 0 and the chain 
stabilizes at (f )). Suppose X”’ is the highest power of X dividing gj; then X”j 
is the highest power of X dividing an element of Ii whose leading coeffkient 
is not a multiple of f (0), so n, > nz > .a. Hence, we may assume 
n,=n,= . . . = n. Now write gj =pf + qgj+ , withp,qE D[[X]]. Since D is a 
domain, p is divisible by X”, say p =p/X”; so in D, g,(O) =p(O)f (0) + 
q(0) gj+ ,(O). In the quasilocal ring D/(f (0)), which has I-act, we find that 
the images of g,(O) are nonzero and generate an ascending chain of principal 
ideals. When it stabilizes, we see that the images of the associated q(O)‘s are 
units, so the q(O)‘s are units in D and the q’s are units in D[ [Xl]. Hence, the 
chain has stabilized. 
The case for X a finite set of indeterminates follows immediately by 
induction, so assume X is infinite. Then the proof proceeds similarly until we 
reach the case A is principal, generated by f,(O). Again we choose f, =f as 
one of two generators for each Zj; but then we expand D to include all the 
indeterminates which appear inf, and then factor out df)[ [Xl]. Since D/(f) 
is a quasilocal ring with 1-act, the chain of images of the Ij’s stabilizes; so 
the original chain does also. 1 
By a similar argument, it can be seen that, if D is a quasilocal domain 
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with 2-act, then any finitely generated free D-module has 2-act. (More is 
true: See [23, 1.11). 
3. GLOBALIZATION 
Let us begin with a case in which the local-global passage of the n-act 
property is as nice as can be expected, in view of an example of Grams in 
1111. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let D be a one-dimensional domain with Noetherian 
spectrum. 
(a) If D, has n-act for each prime ideal P in D, then D has n-act. 
(b) If P is a prime ideal in D and D has max(2, n)-act, then D, has n- 
act. 
Proof. (a) Since a nontrivial ideal in D is contained in only finitely 
many primes, an ascending chain of ideals in D stabilizes if it stabilizes 
locally. 
(b) It suffices to show that if A is an n-generated ideal in D,, then 
A n D can be generated by max(2, n) elements. If n = 1, let x in A n D be a 
generator for A, and pick 4’ from A n D not in any of the primes besides P 
which contain x; then (x,-r) is P-primary, so (x,4’) = A ~7 D. If n > 1, let 
x, ,..., x,-, in A n D be part of a set of n generators for A. If they generate 
A, we are done by induction. Otherwise, A/(PA + (x, ,..., x,- ,) DJ has 
dimension one as a vector space over D,/PD,, so any element of A not in 
PA + (x, . . . . . x,_ ,) D, will complete a set of n generators for A. By [ 171, 
Theorem 8 1, we can find an element x, in A n D not in 
(PA + (x ,,... ,x+,)Dp)nD nor in any of the primes besides P which 
contain (x, ,..., x n _ ,); and then A n D = (x, ,..., x,). B 
As the examples of Section 4 will show, however, n-act does not behave 
well under localizaion and globilization. So in order to exploit our results 
from Section 2, we need a sufficient condition for the globalization of n-act. 
The first step in this direction is the following technical lemma. In it, we 
refer to the assassin, Ass(M), of a module M over a ring R, by which we 
mean the set of primes of R which are (Bourbaki-weakly) associated to M, 
i.e., minimal over annihilators of elements of M. (In the case of a submodule 
N or an ideal A, we follow the common abuse of language in calling the 
elements of Ass(M/N) or Ass(R/A) associated primes of N or A.) Recall 
that U Ass(M) = Z(M), the set of elements of R which annihilate some 
nonzero element of M. 
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3.2. LEMMA. Let N, G N, E ... be a nonstabilizing chain of submodules 
of an R-module M. Suppose that there is a set of primes 9 of R such that: 
(1) for all P in 9, the chain (N,), c (Nz)p c ... stabilizes, and 
(2) for all j, Z(M/Nj) is contained in a finite union of elements of .9. 
Set N = (Ji<, Nj. Then there is a subchain (Mj} of ( Nj} such that, for all 
n, there are primes P,., < a.. < P,,, in R Myith P,,j minimal over Mj: x for 
some x E N\Mj (so P,,i E Ass(M/Mi)--in fact, hoe Gil have the same 
s E N\M, for all j), but P,, 65 UiC j Ass(M/Mj). 
ProoJ We may assume N, < N, < ..a. Set M, = N,, and suppose M,-, 
has been chosen to be Nj. Let S be the complement of the union of a finite 
number of primes in 9 which covers IJicn Z(M/M,). Then the chain 
(Nj), g (Nj+ 1)s s ..a stabilizes, say at (Nk)S. (Since our choice of S 
guarantees (Nj)s n M = Ni < Nj+, G (Nj+ ,)s n M, we must have k > j.) Set 
M,=N,, and pick xENk+,\M,. Since x/IE(N,+,),=(M,),, M,:x 
meets S. so any minimal prime P,,, of M,: x is not in Uiccn Ass(M/Mi), 
since this union’s union misses S. Similarly, if we have chosen PnJ+,, we 
can let T= R\UiCj Z(M/M,); then x/I E (Nk+,)r= (Mj)r, so Mj:x meets 
T. Since Mj : s G Mj+ , : X, we can choose a minimal prime Pnsi of Mj: x 
contained in Pnj+, , and P,, 6C Ui<j ASS(M/Mi). I 
Recall that a module M is “ZD” if and only if, for every submodule N of 
M. Z(M/N) is a finite union of primes. For such a module, we can apply the 
lemma with .Y the set of maximal ideals to conclude: 
3.3. COROLLARY. In a ZD module over a finite-dimensional ring, an 
ascending chain of submodules M*hose chain of localizations at any maximal 
ideal stabilizes must itself stabilize. 1 
But the ZD condition-referring to all submodules-and the finite 
dimension are too restrictive for our purposes, so we weaken these and 
strengthen another hypothesis to obtain our main tool for globalization of 
n-act. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let N, G N, E . . . be a chain of submodules in an R- 
module M. If Ass(M/Nj) isJnite for all j and, for all maximal ideals P of R, 
(N,), cr (N,), c .-a stabilizes, then N, G Nz 5 ... itself stabilizes. 
Proof. Assume N, G N? E . . . does not stabilize; set N = UjY:, Ni, and 
choose a subchain {M,} as in the lemma. Consider all chains of primes 
P, < PI < ..’ < P, for which Pj is minimal over Mj: x for some x E N\M, 
and Pi 6? UiCj Ass(M/Mi). By the lemma, the set of lengths of such chains is 
unbounded. Since Ass(M/M,) is finite, there is a fixed P, in Ass(M/M,) 
such that the set of lengths of such chains starting at P, is unbounded. 
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Similarly, there is a fixed P, in Ass(M/M,) such that the set of lengths of 
such chains starting with P, < PI is unbounded. Continuing in this way. we 
get an infinite chain P, < PI < . . . . Let P be a maximal ideal of R containing 
IJjx=, Pj. Since each Pj contains some Mj: x, where x E N\Mj9 (Mi),, is 
properly contained 
W,), c CM,), G a.’ 
in (MJPj for some k > j, so the chain 
does not stabilize at (IV~)~ for each j. But this 
contradicts the hypothesis that the chain N, C_ Nz cr .. s stabilizes locally at 
every maximal ideal. u 
3.5. COROLLARY. Let R be a Noetherian ring and X a family of indeter- 
minates. Then R [X] and R [ [Xl] have pan-act. 
Proof. First, we note that a finitely generated ideal A in R[X] or R[ [Xl] 
has finite assssin: for, we may expand R to include the indeterminates in a 
finite set of generators for A; then A is extended from R. Since R is 
Noetherian, A n R has a finite primary decomposition; if the primary 
components are extended to R[X] or R [ [Xl], they give a finite primary 
decomposition of A. Since the associated primes of A are the radicals of 
these primary components, A has finite assassin. 
It remains to show that the localization of R [Xl and R [ [X] ] at maximal 
ideals have pan-act. For R [Xl. this is just 2.5. For R[ [Xl]. note that any 
maximal ideal has the form P + (X) where P is maximal in R. It suffices to 
show that any finitely generated ideal A in R[ [X]]P+,,V, is contracted from 
RP[[X] 1, since the latter has pan-act by 2.3. Assume not, and let Y be a 
finite subset of X such that R [ [ Y] ] contains a set of generators for A and an 
element of (AR,[[S]]nR[[X]]\(AnR[[X]]); set B =A nR[[Y]I. Now B 
is clearly contracted from R [ [ Y] JP + ,y,. and every ideal in R [ [Y] lp +, ), is 
RPI [Xl I 
I / I 
contracted from R.[[Y]] (since R[[Y]],+,,, is a Zariski ring in the (Y)-adic 
topology and &G’l~,, ~RWllp+~y, - c RP[ [ Y]] shows that its completion is 
R,[[Y]]), while every ideal in RP[ [Y]] IS contracted from RP[ [Xl]. So B is 
contracted from RP[ [Xl]. But this contradicts our choice of Y. 1 
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This proof also shows that any ring of fractions of a polynomial ring over 
a Noetherian ring, with respect to any multiplicatively closed set, has pan- 
act. 
Also, since the proof of [23], 1.5, requires neither domain nor torsion-free 
modules, it follows from her result that finitely generated free modules over a 
coherent ring with pan-act must themselves have pan-act. In particular, this 
fact applies to polynomial rings and power series rings over Noetherian 
rings. But it is conceivable that more is true: If M. N have n-act, must 
M @ N have n-act? 
Recall that a finitely generated module is “Laskerian” if and only if every 
submodule is a finite intersection of primary submodules. (A submodule Q of 
an R-module M is ‘primary” if and only if, for r in R and x in M, rx E Q 
implies that either x E Q or every element y of M has my E Q for some 
positive integer n depending on ~7. In other words, Q has a single associated 
prime, its “radical”.) Since the associated primes of a submodule N which 
has a finite primary decomposition are just the radicals of its primary 
components, such an N has a finite assassin. A Laskerian module in which 
primary submodules Q are “strongly primary” (i.e., if P is the radical of Q, 
then P”M E Q for some n) is “strongly Laskerian.” 
3.6. COROLLARY. (a) A chain of submodules in a Laskerian R-module 
whose localization at each maximal ideal of R stabilizes must itself stabilize. 
(b) A strongly Laskerian module has pan-act. 
Proof: (a) Clear from 3.4. 
(b) Let M be a strongly Laskerian R-module and P a prime ideal in 
R; it suffices to show that any (finitely generated) submodule N of M, is 
closed in the PR,-adic topology. But M,/N is also strongly Laskerian, so by 
3.1 of [ 131 (see also Proposition 3 of [9]), fi,“=, (PR,)“(M,/N) = 0. I 
In keeping with the theme of passage to a polynomial ring, we wonder 
whether, for a strongly Laskerian ring R, finitely generated, or even prin- 
cipal, ideals in R[X] have finite assassins. If R is a Laskerian domain, prin- 
cipal ideals in R[X] (at least) have finite assassins [4, Corollary 91. 
In order to broaden the application of 3.4, we include the following. The 
ZD hypothesis is clearly necessary; and [20, Satz lo], shows that the 
Noetherian spectrum is also necessary. (Mori assumes a Laskerian ring, but 
his proof uses only the finiteness of assassins.) R. Raghavendran and S. 
Visweswaran have pointed out to us that finite assassins do not imply the 
descending chain condition on primes: A valuation ring whose value group is 
the direct sum of a countably infinite set of copies of the integers, with 
reverse lexicographic order, provides a counterexample. 
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3.7. PROPOSITION. Let R be a ZD-ring with Noetherian spectrum and 
the descending chain condition on primes. Then for every ideal A of R, 
Ass(RfA) is Jnite. 
Proof: Assume some ideal A has infinitely many associated primes. 
Since associated primes localize, there is a maximal prime M of A for which 
AR,&, has infinitely many associated primes. Now MR,,, is the radical of a 
finitely generated ideal (x, ,..., x”), and every associated prime of AR,,, except 
MR,,, survives in one of the rings R,&,[ l/xi], so the extension of AR,,, to one 
of these rings has infinitely many associated primes. Continuing in this way 
and contracting the resulting primes to R will yield a contradiction to the 
descending chain condition on primes. 1 
Another case in which we know 1-act passes to a polynomial ring is that 
of a quasilocal ring in which Ass(R) is finite. (We will actually need only the 
weaker condition that the annihilator of each finitely generated ideal has 
only finitely many minimal primes.) 
3.8. PROPOSITION. Let R be a quasilocal ring with I-act in which 0 has 
only finitely many associated primes. and X a farnil>* of indeterminates. Then 
R(X] has 1-act. 
ProoJ Let (f,) G (fi) E ..a be a chain of principal ideals in R[X]; say 
fi = gj+ ,fj+ , for each j. Since the highest power of any X which divides JJ 
decreases as j increases, we may assume it is constant and divide all fi by it; 
then we may suppose&(O) # 0 for allj. Since 0 # (f,(O)) E (SJO)) E- .... we 
may assume (f,(O)) = (f*(O)) = ...: then since R is quasilocal, g,(O) is a unit 
for all j. By [ 7, (28.4)], the content ideals of all the fi are equal: call it ‘4. 
Now for each of the finitely many minimal primes Q of the annihilator of A. 
we contend that for sufftciently largej. gj has all coefftcients except g,(O) in 
Q. For, if not. then for some s. g = gZ . . . g, has a coefficient which is a unit 
in R, in degree greater than that off, ; but 0: A c Q impliesf, # 0 in R,(XI. 
so the equation f, = ,r& contradicts 2.4. 
Hence we may assume that, for eachj, gj = u( 1 - h) where u is a unit in R 
and some power h” of h annihilates A. But then fi+, = 
~‘(1 i-h + ... + h’-‘)J;. i.e.. the chain has stabilized. m 
We do not know whether either hypothesis (quasilocal or finite assassin) 
is necessary, but we can eliminate both in the case of a zero-dimensional 
ring. To see this, consider first a zero-dimensional ring R with infinitely 
many maximal ideals. We can factor out its nilradical, choose an idempotent 
2 not 0 or 1, lift it to e in R by Proposition 1, p. 72 of [ 181; and repeat this 
process in one of the rings Re or R( 1 - e), at least one of which has 
infinitely many maximal ideals. In this way we get a descending chain 
(e,) > (e,) > ... of ideals in R generated by idempotents, and the chain 
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(1 -e,) < (1 -e,) < ..a ascends. It follows that if a zero-dimensional ring 
has 1-act, then it has only finitely many maximal ideals. 
Further, if R is a zero-dimensional ring with 1-act, then for each maximal 
ideal P of R, R, has 1-act. For, suppose we have a chain (a,), c (u*)~ G . . . 
of ideals in R, with aj E R, then since, for each maximal ideal Q # P, 
((q),nR)R,=R,, we may assume, by changing uj if necessary, that 
(U*)E(U,)C..’ in R. (This follows from the fact that, if R is a 
semiquasilocal ring, with maximal ideals P, ,..., P,, and a module M has 
elements x, ,..., x, for which M,j = (-Y~)~~, then by selecting rj E R congruent 
to 1 mod Pi and 0 mod Pi for i #j, we get a single element r-,x, + ... + rnx,, 
which generates M.) The chain (a,) G (a?) G ... stabilizes, so the same is 
true of (a,), E (u*)~ G .‘.. 
3.9. COROLLARY. If R is a O-dimensional ring with 1-act, then R [X] has 
I-ucc. I 
A pan-act version of this result has more stringent hypotheses, which an 
example in Section 4 indicates are necessary. But we can isolate part of the 
argument in a lemma to be used again later: 
3.10. LEMMA. Let T be u one-dimensional ring with unique minimal 
prime N of which a power N” is zero, and such that T/N is Noetheriun. Then 
for ecery prime P > N, P-primary ideals are strongly primary and, for an)? f 
in T\N, T/(f) is strongly Laskeriun. 
ProoJ For a prime P > N, let Q be P-primary and write P = A + N 
where A is finitely generated; then for some n, A” G Q, and P”+’ c A”. so Q 
is strongly primary. For f E T\N. T/(f) has Noetherian spectrum because 
T/N and hence T have Noetherian spectra. So if B is an ideal containing f, 
then the primes containing B are all maximal and finite in number, so B is 
the intersection of finitely many primary ideals. 1 
3.11. PROPOSITION. If (R, P) is a quasilocal ring such that P’ = 0 and X 
is a single indeterminate, then R [X] has pun-ace. 
ProoJ Let A, c AZ L ... be a chain of n-generated ideals in R[X]. If 
some A, is not contained in P[X], then 3.10 and 3.6(b) show that the chain 
stabilizes. So suppose A, E P[X] for all k. Since P is a free R/P-module, 
P(X] is a free (R/P)[X]-module, and since (R/P)[X] is Noetherian, 
Corollaire 1.3 of [23] shows that the chain stabilizes. m 
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4. EXAMPLES 
This section is devoted to examples, most showing that n-act does not 
imply (n + 1).act. The most comprehensive list of such examples is based on 
the torsion-free abelian groups G, of all ranks n described in [6, p. 1251. Any 
subgroup of G, of rank <n is finitely generated. so these groups have 
(ir - I)-act (as Z-modules); but G, is the union of a properly ascending 
chain of n-generated subgroups, so it does not have n-act. To transfer these 
properties to rings, we form the idealizations R, = Z @ G, (with 
multiplication defined by (a, .u)(b, y) = (ab, a~ + bx)); the k-generated 
subgroups of G, are k-generated ideals in R,, so R, does not have n-ace. To 
see that it has (n - I)-act. we can apply 3.10 and 3.6(b). These rings are not 
domains, or even reduced. so they provide only a partial answer to the first 
question on page 253 of [ 23 1. Later examples will provide partial answers in 
the case of domains. 
Before presenting these examples, however, let us note that 3.6(b) applies 
to Nagarajan’s example R, in [2 11: It was noted in [ 13 1 that a quasilocal 
two-dimensional Krull domain like R, is Laskerian: and clearly primary 
ideals with height one radicals are strongly primary. To see that every ideal 
with radical the maximal ideal M, contains a power of M,, it suffices to find 
a finitely generated ideal A which contains a power of M, (for. the first ideal 
contains a power of A). Note that the fixed field K, of the automorphism g 
(extended to the quotient field K of R) is the quotient field of R,,. because if 
r, s E R and r/./s E K,, then sg(s) and hence rg(s) are in R, = K, n R; and by 
Galois theory. the degree of K over K, is 2. So R, = R,[a,, b,] has quotient 
field K, and by (22, (10.18)], the conductor C of R into R, contains J’p, and 
.up, and so is primary for the maximal ideal M, of R, . For any M,-primary 
ideal Q of R, , CQ is an ideal in R with radical the maximal ideal h4 of R, so 
it contains a power of M and hence also of M,. Hence M,-primary ideals in 
R , are strongly primary. Now let A = (x, ~9) R,, and let P = XR n R , . Then 
by [ 17. p, 45, Exercise 401 applied to the domain R,/xR,, E R, /P. there is an 
ideal B of R, properly containing P-and hence M,-primary-for which 
B n R, E A. (The hypothesis on this exercise in the second edition of [ 17 1, 
that the larger domain be finitely generated over the smaller, is satisfied 
here.) Since B contains a power of M,, A contains a power of M,. Therefore 
R, is strongly Laskerian. 
An easy way to see that locally pan-act (indeed, locally Noetherian) does 
not imply pan-act is to take the lattice-ordered group of all eventually 
constant sequences of integers and to apply the Jaffard construction 1 15 1 of 
a Bezout domain with this group as its group of divisibility. The resulting 
domain is not Noetherian, so it does not even have 1-act; but its localization 
at each maximal ideal is a discrete (rank one) valuation ring. Grams [ 111 
gives two examples of Priifer domains with I-act but not ~-XC; one has 
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Noetherian spectrum, while the other has all its localizations Noetherian. 
Gram’s examples are the best possible, in view of the following: 
4.1. PROPOSITION. A Priijier domain with 2-act is Noetherian, i.e., 
Dedekind. 
Proof: Let D be a Priifer domain with 2-act, and P a prime in D. It 
sufftces to show P is finitely generated; we show it is 2-generated. The set of 
2-generated ideals contained in P has a maximal element A. Assume A < P, 
and pick x E P\p. Then the inverse fractional ideal of A + (x) is finitely 
generated, say by y, ,..., J,, in the quotient field of D, all nonzero, and hence 
A+(x)=Dy;‘n . ..nDq’n’=(D~.‘nD)n...n(Dl?,‘nD). The 
ideals Dy,:‘n D are 2-generated by [ 161 (see also [ 19, Theorem 6.6(6)]), 
and since A + (x) c P prime, one of them is contained in P and properly 
contains A, a contradiction. m 
This proposition answers the questions on page 255 of [23]. 
For a domain with I-act but not 2-act which is locally Noetherian and 
has Noetherian spectrum, we refer to Example 2.3 of [ 141. Since the integral 
closure of that domain R is Noetherian. R has I-act. But the ideals 
(J: (X2 + ... + X,)J') f orm a properly ascending chain in R, since xjei .Y.~ is a 
unit in Rpi, while ?ci & R,,. so 
(J-9 (X, + ... + %bbi = (?l)P, if n < i. 
= (J: "i?.)p if n > i. 
Also, R/(y) is one-dimensional, has Noetherian spectrum, and locally has 
pan-act, but does not have 1-act; so 3.1 does not extend to rings. 
For a one-dimensional quasilocal Hausdorff domain not having 2-act, let 
V, W be rank one valuation rings, V discrete and W not discrete, having the 
same quotient field K, and of the form V= k + P, W = k + Q where k is a 
field and P, Q are the maximal ideals of V, W respectively. (For instance, if 
x is an indeterminate and JJ in kj [xl] is transcendental over k(x), we may set 
V = k[ [xl] n k(x, JJ) and W equal to the valuation ring determined by taking 
two Q-linearly independent real numbers r, s and setting w(X ai,jxiyi) = 
min(ir +js: ai,j # O}.) The desired domain is D = k + M where M = Pn Q. 
It is one-dimensional because its integral closure is vn CV, a Bezout domain 
with semivalue group the cardinal sum of the value groups Z, G of V, W, 
respectively. (To see that an element t of Vn W is integral over D, pick 
a, b E k so that t - a E P, t - b E Q. Then, since t - a E W and t - b E V. 
we get (t-a)(t-b)EPnQzD, so t is a root ofX’-(a+b)X+ab- 
(t - a)(t - b).) And (D, M) is Hausdorff because M” c P” for all n. To see 
that D does not have 2-act, denote by u the semivaluation K\O + Z x G 
associated with Vn W, and pick p, qn in D so that u(p) = (1, 1) and 
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u(q,)= (2, r,) where 1 > r, > r2 > ..a > 0; then we claim (p, 4,) < 
(PT 42) < ... in D. For a given n, there are elements x, y of Vn W 
for which z = xp + ~4, satisfies U(Z) = (1, r,l). Then s = q,, ~, /z E P n Q, so 
-w ys E D, and 4, ~, = (xs) p + ( .VS) q, , i.e., (p, q, ~, ) E (p, 4,). But the 
containments are proper even if we extend to W. (For another source of 
information on the domains k + (P Cl Q), see [ 10 I.) 
We now describe a domain with 2-act but not 3-act. 
4.2. EXAMPLE. We construct a regular UFD which has 2-act but not 3- 
act. It is three-dimensional, and all primes of height less than 3 are finitely 
generated: Let k be a countable algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. 
and x~,Y, z be indeterminates. The set of primes of heights 1 and 2 in 
R,=k[ -I I -Kg, ?‘, z, x0 , -1’ 0. Z;- ‘1 is countable. so they can be enumerated: 
P, , Pz . . . . . We form the domain R, = k[x,. ~9, z, s,; ‘, yP ‘, z - ’ ] from R,, ~, as 
follows: select a monomial x ~ ~, J’z,, for s, f integers, whose image in every 
factor ring R,,- ,/Q is not in k, as Q varies over the primes in R,-, lying 
over one of P , ,..., P,. (To see that this is possible, note that ht Q < 3 implies 
tr deg,(R, _, /Q) > 0, so one of (the images of) X, ~, ,I’. z is transcendental 
over k: 
If ?c,,-, 6Z k, then s,,-- , J~‘z’ @ k for all (s, t) except along at most one 
line in the (s. [)-plane: 
If .Y, ~, E k but ~3 65 k, then x,,~, y’s’ 65 k for all (s. I) except along one 
line through the origin in the (s, [)-plane: and 
If .X,P,. J E k but z 6$ k, then x, ~, ~“9 & k unless t = 0. 
So to make sure I n-, J,‘z’ has image not in k in all finitely many 
R, _, /Q’s, we need only pick a point with integer coordinates not on a finite 
number of lines in the (s, r)-plane.) Let pn be a prime number such that. for 
every Q, the image of ?I,, _ , J,‘z, in R,, ~, /Q has no p,,-th root in the quotient 
field of R n-,/Q; and set x,, = (x,, , J*‘z’)‘. Fan. Then s,,~, = x:~J* -‘z -’ E R,, 
and similarly x;!, E R,, so R,-, C_ R,. Also, each prime Q’ in R, lying 
over one of P, ,.... P,, lies over some Q in R,, _, ; and since adjoining to 
R,_ ,/Q a p,-th root of the image of .Y,,~ , J.+z’ yields R,,/Q’. a domain, Q is 
inert in R,,. 
The desired domain is R = (Jim, R,. Since any prime of height <3 in R 
has failed to remain inert in only finitely many R,,, it is finitely generated: 
and a height one prime is principal, since each R,, is factorial, so R is 
factorial. Since R is the group ring of a subgroup of Q x Q x Q over k. it is 
locally regular [3, Theorem A]. The acending chain (x0 - 1.1, - I, z - 1) < 
(x, - 1.g - 1. z - 1) < ... shows R does not have 3-act. Suppose 
A,EA,G... is a chain of 2-generated ideals in R: we may assume none are 
principal and, by removing all common factors. that none is contained in a 
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height one prime. Then each Aj is extended from a 2-generated ideal B in 
some Ri not contained in any height one prime. By [ 17, Theorem 1371, the 
minimal primes of B all have height 2, so that by choosing i sufficiently 
large we may assume they are all inert in R; and they are precisely the 
associated primes of B. Then the primary decomposition of B extends to one 
for BR = Aj, so it follows that each Aj is contracted from R, where S is the 
complement of the height 2 primes containing A,. Since R, is a Noetherian 
ring, the chain stabilizes. 1 
This example was inspired by the use of the group ring on Fuchs’ groups 
G, (in [8, 3]), but we found it necessary to modify the group to see that 
2-act was preserved. We wonder whether the group rings k[G,] themselves 
have (n - I)-act. If so, they provide examples of domains which have 
(n - I)-act but not n-act. (We have similar hopes for a version of 4.2 of 
rank n > 3; but in view of [ 121, we see little hope of extending this proof to 
show the resulting domain has (n - 1)-act.) 
As we mentioned in Section 2, another domain with 2-act but not 3-act is 
Nagata’s Example 5 [22, p. 2071: Since that domain T is integrally closed, 
its Noetherian integral extension R* meets T”s quotient field in T, so prin- 
cipal ideals in T are contracted from R *, and so are closed. Hence T has 2- 
act. But if we set d, = (d-~7 xi,, bixi - z CiCn cixi)/Y, then the ideals 
(y, z, d,) strictly ascend. 
To see that 2-act does not rise to a polynomial ring, even in the case of a 
one-dimensional quasilocal domain? let 4: z be indeterminates over the field 
k; write the valuation ring k(z)[p],,, in the form k(z) + M, where M is the 
maximal ideal, and set D = k + M. Since D is strongly Laskerian, it has pan- 
act. But the 2-generated ideals ($z”,-~zX -y) in D[X] form a strictly 
ascending chain: The containments follow from the equation J~‘z~ = 
?,*Zn+‘X- (.,‘ZX-Jt)yZn; and they are strict since, even if we pass to the 
factor ring D[ l/z] (where the image of .rzX -J is 0). we have 
(Jl~z”) > (y?p+ ) because l/z is not a unit (z is not integral over D by 17. 
p. 2021, Exercise 1 l(2)). 
The extensions of the ideals (J~‘z”,~zX-J) to DIX],,,l..v, still form a 
strictly ascending chain. so this localization also fails to have 2-act, though 
D[ [Xl ] has 2-act by 2.6. And the images of these ideals in R [Xl, where 
R = D/(JI’), show that R [Xl fails to have 2-act; since P = M/(4”) satisfies 
P’ = 0, we see that the most obvious way to improve 3.11 also fails. 
Although one of Grams’ examples show that I-act does not pass to a ring 
of fractions, it remains to show that pan-act does not. For this, we build a 
domain sharing many of the properties of the last example: 
EXAMPLE. We construct a two-dimensional quasilocal domain having 
pan-act, but which has a ring of fractions not having 1-act, and for which 
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the polynomial ring (in a single indeterminate) fails to have 2-act. Let k be a 
field of characteristic not 2 containing all 2”-th roots of unity for all n. and 
.v, z be indeterminates; and set R, = k[ .r, z],~.~) and L, = k(.r, z). Let 
L, = L,(r,) where t, = I f.11 and ri = t,-,. so that L,/L, , is a field 
extension of degree 2; and let R, =&It,,]. Both primes P of R, which 
contain y (i.e., P = (4’) or P = (y, z)) split into 2” primes in R,, since the 
minimum polynomial of f,, splits into distinct factors over R,,/P. And. by 
[22, (38.9)], each localization of R, at a maximal ideal is a regular local 
ring: since height one primes are locally principal and R, is semilocal, height 
one primes are principal. Hence R, is a two-dimensional UFD with nonzero 
Jacobson radical J, and, in R,, 1’ is the product of 2” nonunits. The last 
assertion means that R = U, R, does not have I-act; nor does R 1 l/z ]. 
The desired domain is D = k + J, where J= U, J,. Since R is integral 
over D (even over k + Jo = R,), dim D = 2; and clearly J is the unique 
maximal ideal of D. Moreover, D[ l/z] = R [ l/z], since if r E R, then 
r/z” = (rz)/zn+ ’ EJ[l/z]~D[l/z]; so this ring of fractions of D fails to 
have 1-act. It follows easily that D[X] does not have 2-act: A strictly 
ascending chain of 2-generated ideals in D[X] arises by pulling back a chain 
of l-generated ideals in D[ l/z] = D(X]/(zX - 1). 
It remains to show that D has pan-act; this will follow if we show that 
finitely generated ideals are closed in the J-adic topology. For this, let 
D, = k + J,; then any finitely generated ideal of D has the form AD where A 
is a (finitely generated) ideal of D, for some n. For i > n, Ri is a Noetherian 
ring and a finitely generated D,-module. so by Eakin’s theorem (e.g.. [ 17, 
p. 54, exercise 15]), Di is Noetherian, so ADi = n,n (AD; + JT). So to see 
that AD is closed, it suffices to show that ADi + Jy = (AD + J”) n Di for all 
i > n. By increasing tz to i, we may drop the Di, and show A + Jr = 
(AD+J”)nD,. One inclusion is clear. so write b = xi aixi +J’ where 
b E D,, ui E A. X; E D, and ~9 E J”. There is an N > n for which all xi E D, 
and 4’ E Jt. Applying all the elements of the Galois group of L,, /L,, to the 
above equation, then adding and dividing by the degree (a power of 2. and 
hence a unit). we see b = xi ai.Yi + !: where -Yi E D,, n L,, and 7 E Jy n L,, . 
If we can show that Jz n L, = Jf for each m. then D,v n L, = D, will follow 
(for, kc L,); so the last equation will show b E A + Jr and we will be 
finished. To see that J;1 n L, = Jr, note that, as P varies over the maximal 
ideals of R,v. Pn L, varies over the maximal ideals of R,,; and since there is 
no ramification, Pm n L, = (Pn 15,)~. Now the ideals P are comaximal, as 
are the Pm’s, so their intersection coincides with their product. So 
J~nL.=(,p)mnL,=(!,P)-n,,,= (IJp”)nL,,= (fJP”) n4, 
=(J (P”n~L,)=n(PnL,)“=.~::. I 
P P 
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Since we have considered the other problems from [23], we close by 
considering the last problem there (p. 257): If M is a torsion-free module of 
finite rank k over a Dedekind domain D and M has k-act, must M be finitely 
generated? For k = 1, this fails. Let D be a Dedekind domain whose class 
group is not torsion. Then D has a maximal ideal P which is not the radical 
of a principal ideal (cf. [ 111). Let M denote the D-submodule of the quotient 
field of D consisting of 0 and all elements having positive values at all the 
essential valuation rings D, of D except possibly D,. It is easy to see that M 
is not finitely generated and that it has rank 1. To see it has 1-act, suppose 
x,,x? ,..., EM with x,D~x~Ds..-; say xj=dj+,xj+,, where dj+,ED. 
Since the D,-values of the x;s decrease, all except the D,-value must 
stabilize. But if xj, -yj + , have the same D,-values for all Q # P, then dj+ , has 
all DQ-values 0 except Q = P; it follows that di+ , is a unit. So the chain 
stabilizes. 
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